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Overview

Description 

The United States and international cybersecurity authorities are issuing this joint Cybersecurity

Advisory (CSA) to highlight a recently discovered cluster of activity of interest associated with a

People’s Republic of China (PRC) state-sponsored cyber actor, also known as Volt Typhoon.

Private sector partners have identified that this activity affects networks across U.S. critical

infrastructure sectors, and the authoring agencies believe the actor could apply the same

techniques against these and other sectors worldwide. 

Confidence 

This value represents the confidence in the correctness of the data contained within this report. 

15 / 100 
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Attack-Pattern

Name

OS Credential Dumping 

ID

T1003 

Description

Adversaries may attempt to dump credentials to obtain account login and credential

material, normally in the form of a hash or a clear text password, from the operating

system and software. Credentials can then be used to perform [Lateral Movement](https://

attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0008) and access restricted information. Several of the tools

mentioned in associated sub-techniques may be used by both adversaries and

professional security testers. Additional custom tools likely exist as well. 

Name

Windows Management Instrumentation 

ID

T1047 

Description

Adversaries may abuse Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) to execute malicious

commands and payloads. WMI is an administration feature that provides a uniform
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environment to access Windows system components. The WMI service enables both local

and remote access, though the latter is facilitated by [Remote Services](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1021) such as [Distributed Component Object Model](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1021/003) (DCOM) and [Windows Remote Management]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1021/006) (WinRM).(Citation: MSDN WMI) Remote

WMI over DCOM operates using port 135, whereas WMI over WinRM operates over port 5985

when using HTTP and 5986 for HTTPS.(Citation: MSDN WMI)(Citation: FireEye WMI 2015) An

adversary can use WMI to interact with local and remote systems and use it as a means to

execute various behaviors, such as gathering information for Discovery as well as remote

Execution of files as part of Lateral Movement. (Citation: FireEye WMI SANS 2015) (Citation:

FireEye WMI 2015) 

Name

Boot or Logon Autostart Execution 

ID

T1547 

Description

Adversaries may configure system settings to automatically execute a program during

system boot or logon to maintain persistence or gain higher-level privileges on

compromised systems. Operating systems may have mechanisms for automatically

running a program on system boot or account logon.(Citation: Microsoft Run Key)(Citation:

MSDN Authentication Packages)(Citation: Microsoft TimeProvider)(Citation: Cylance Reg

Persistence Sept 2013)(Citation: Linux Kernel Programming) These mechanisms may

include automatically executing programs that are placed in specially designated

directories or are referenced by repositories that store configuration information, such as

the Windows Registry. An adversary may achieve the same goal by modifying or extending

features of the kernel. Since some boot or logon autostart programs run with higher

privileges, an adversary may leverage these to elevate privileges. 

Name

Brute Force 

ID
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T1110 

Description

Adversaries may use brute force techniques to gain access to accounts when passwords

are unknown or when password hashes are obtained. Without knowledge of the password

for an account or set of accounts, an adversary may systematically guess the password

using a repetitive or iterative mechanism. Brute forcing passwords can take place via

interaction with a service that will check the validity of those credentials or offline against

previously acquired credential data, such as password hashes. Brute forcing credentials

may take place at various points during a breach. For example, adversaries may attempt to

brute force access to [Valid Accounts](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1078) within a

victim environment leveraging knowledge gathered from other post-compromise

behaviors such as [OS Credential Dumping](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1003),

[Account Discovery](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1087), or [Password Policy

Discovery](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1201). Adversaries may also combine brute

forcing activity with behaviors such as [External Remote Services](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1133) as part of Initial Access. 

Name

Permission Groups Discovery 

ID

T1069 

Description

Adversaries may attempt to discover group and permission settings. This information can

help adversaries determine which user accounts and groups are available, the

membership of users in particular groups, and which users and groups have elevated

permissions. Adversaries may attempt to discover group permission settings in many

different ways. This data may provide the adversary with information about the

compromised environment that can be used in follow-on activity and targeting.(Citation:

CrowdStrike BloodHound April 2018) 

Name

TLP:CLEAR
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Indicator Removal 

ID

T1070 

Description

Adversaries may delete or modify artifacts generated within systems to remove evidence

of their presence or hinder defenses. Various artifacts may be created by an adversary or

something that can be attributed to an adversary’s actions. Typically these artifacts are

used as defensive indicators related to monitored events, such as strings from

downloaded files, logs that are generated from user actions, and other data analyzed by

defenders. Location, format, and type of artifact (such as command or login history) are

often specific to each platform. Removal of these indicators may interfere with event

collection, reporting, or other processes used to detect intrusion activity. This may

compromise the integrity of security solutions by causing notable events to go unreported.

This activity may also impede forensic analysis and incident response, due to lack of

sufficient data to determine what occurred. 

Name

Inhibit System Recovery 

ID

T1490 

Description

Adversaries may delete or remove built-in data and turn off services designed to aid in the

recovery of a corrupted system to prevent recovery.(Citation: Talos Olympic Destroyer 2018)

(Citation: FireEye WannaCry 2017) This may deny access to available backups and recovery

options. Operating systems may contain features that can help fix corrupted systems, such

as a backup catalog, volume shadow copies, and automatic repair features. Adversaries

may disable or delete system recovery features to augment the effects of [Data

Destruction](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1485) and [Data Encrypted for Impact]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1486).(Citation: Talos Olympic Destroyer 2018)
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(Citation: FireEye WannaCry 2017) Furthermore, adversaries may disable recovery

notifications, then corrupt backups.(Citation: disable_notif_synology_ransom) A number of

native Windows utilities have been used by adversaries to disable or delete system

recovery features: * `vssadmin.exe` can be used to delete all volume shadow copies on a

system - `vssadmin.exe delete shadows /all /quiet` * [Windows Management

Instrumentation](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1047) can be used to delete volume

shadow copies - `wmic shadowcopy delete` * `wbadmin.exe` can be used to delete the

Windows Backup Catalog - `wbadmin.exe delete catalog -quiet` * `bcdedit.exe` can be used

to disable automatic Windows recovery features by modifying boot configuration data -

`bcdedit.exe /set {default} bootstatuspolicy ignoreallfailures & bcdedit /set {default}

recoveryenabled no` * `REAgentC.exe` can be used to disable Windows Recovery

Environment (WinRE) repair/recovery options of an infected system On network devices,

adversaries may leverage [Disk Wipe](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1561) to delete

backup firmware images and reformat the file system, then [System Shutdown/Reboot]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1529) to reload the device. Together this activity may

leave network devices completely inoperable and inhibit recovery operations. Adversaries

may also delete “online” backups that are connected to their network – whether via

network storage media or through folders that sync to cloud services.(Citation: ZDNet

Ransomware Backups 2020) In cloud environments, adversaries may disable versioning

and backup policies and delete snapshots, machine images, and prior versions of objects

designed to be used in disaster recovery scenarios.(Citation: Dark Reading Code Spaces

Cyber Attack)(Citation: Rhino Security Labs AWS S3 Ransomware) 

Name

Credentials from Password Stores 

ID

T1555 

Description

Adversaries may search for common password storage locations to obtain user

credentials. Passwords are stored in several places on a system, depending on the

operating system or application holding the credentials. There are also specific

applications that store passwords to make it easier for users manage and maintain. Once

credentials are obtained, they can be used to perform lateral movement and access

restricted information. 
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Name

Proxy 

ID

T1090 

Description

Adversaries may use a connection proxy to direct network traffic between systems or act

as an intermediary for network communications to a command and control server to avoid

direct connections to their infrastructure. Many tools exist that enable traffic redirection

through proxies or port redirection, including [HTRAN](https://attack.mitre.org/software/

S0040), ZXProxy, and ZXPortMap. (Citation: Trend Micro APT Attack Tools) Adversaries use

these types of proxies to manage command and control communications, reduce the

number of simultaneous outbound network connections, provide resiliency in the face of

connection loss, or to ride over existing trusted communications paths between victims to

avoid suspicion. Adversaries may chain together multiple proxies to further disguise the

source of malicious traffic. Adversaries can also take advantage of routing schemes in

Content Delivery Networks (CDNs) to proxy command and control traffic. 

Name

System Network Configuration Discovery 

ID

T1016 

Description

Adversaries may look for details about the network configuration and settings, such as IP

and/or MAC addresses, of systems they access or through information discovery of remote

systems. Several operating system administration utilities exist that can be used to gather

this information. Examples include [Arp](https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0099),

[ipconfig](https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0100)/[ifconfig](https://attack.mitre.org/

software/S0101), [nbtstat](https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0102), and [route](https://
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attack.mitre.org/software/S0103). Adversaries may also leverage a [Network Device CLI]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/008) on network devices to gather information

about configurations and settings, such as IP addresses of configured interfaces and

static/dynamic routes (e.g. `show ip route`, `show ip interface`).(Citation: US-CERT-

TA18-106A)(Citation: Mandiant APT41 Global Intrusion ) Adversaries may use the information

from [System Network Configuration Discovery](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1016)

during automated discovery to shape follow-on behaviors, including determining certain

access within the target network and what actions to do next. 

Name

Server Software Component 

ID

T1505 

Description

Adversaries may abuse legitimate extensible development features of servers to establish

persistent access to systems. Enterprise server applications may include features that

allow developers to write and install software or scripts to extend the functionality of the

main application. Adversaries may install malicious components to extend and abuse

server applications.(Citation: volexity_0day_sophos_FW) 

Name

Exploit Public-Facing Application 

ID

T1190 

Description

Adversaries may attempt to exploit a weakness in an Internet-facing host or system to

initially access a network. The weakness in the system can be a software bug, a temporary

glitch, or a misconfiguration. Exploited applications are often websites/web servers, but

TLP:CLEAR
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can also include databases (like SQL), standard services (like SMB or SSH), network device

administration and management protocols (like SNMP and Smart Install), and any other

system with Internet accessible open sockets.(Citation: NVD CVE-2016-6662)(Citation: CIS

Multiple SMB Vulnerabilities)(Citation: US-CERT TA18-106A Network Infrastructure Devices

2018)(Citation: Cisco Blog Legacy Device Attacks)(Citation: NVD CVE-2014-7169) Depending

on the flaw being exploited this may also involve [Exploitation for Defense Evasion]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1211). If an application is hosted on cloud-based

infrastructure and/or is containerized, then exploiting it may lead to compromise of the

underlying instance or container. This can allow an adversary a path to access the cloud or

container APIs, exploit container host access via [Escape to Host](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1611), or take advantage of weak identity and access management policies.

Adversaries may also exploit edge network infrastructure and related appliances,

specifically targeting devices that do not support robust host-based defenses.(Citation:

Mandiant Fortinet Zero Day)(Citation: Wired Russia Cyberwar) For websites and databases,

the OWASP top 10 and CWE top 25 highlight the most common web-based vulnerabilities.

(Citation: OWASP Top 10)(Citation: CWE top 25) 

Name

Account Access Removal 

ID

T1531 

Description

Adversaries may interrupt availability of system and network resources by inhibiting

access to accounts utilized by legitimate users. Accounts may be deleted, locked, or

manipulated (ex: changed credentials) to remove access to accounts. Adversaries may also

subsequently log off and/or perform a [System Shutdown/Reboot](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1529) to set malicious changes into place.(Citation:

CarbonBlack LockerGoga 2019)(Citation: Unit42 LockerGoga 2019) In Windows, [Net](https://

attack.mitre.org/software/S0039) utility, `Set-LocalUser` and `Set-ADAccountPassword`

[PowerShell](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/001) cmdlets may be used by

adversaries to modify user accounts. In Linux, the `passwd` utility may be used to change

passwords. Accounts could also be disabled by Group Policy. Adversaries who use

ransomware or similar attacks may first perform this and other Impact behaviors, such as

[Data Destruction](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1485) and [Defacement](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1491), in order to impede incident response/recovery before
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completing the [Data Encrypted for Impact](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1486)

objective. 

Name

Event Triggered Execution 

ID

T1546 

Description

Adversaries may establish persistence and/or elevate privileges using system mechanisms

that trigger execution based on specific events. Various operating systems have means to

monitor and subscribe to events such as logons or other user activity such as running

specific applications/binaries. Cloud environments may also support various functions

and services that monitor and can be invoked in response to specific cloud events.

(Citation: Backdooring an AWS account)(Citation: Varonis Power Automate Data Exfiltration)

(Citation: Microsoft DART Case Report 001) Adversaries may abuse these mechanisms as a

means of maintaining persistent access to a victim via repeatedly executing malicious

code. After gaining access to a victim system, adversaries may create/modify event triggers

to point to malicious content that will be executed whenever the event trigger is invoked.

(Citation: FireEye WMI 2015)(Citation: Malware Persistence on OS X)(Citation: amnesia

malware) Since the execution can be proxied by an account with higher permissions, such

as SYSTEM or service accounts, an adversary may be able to abuse these triggered

execution mechanisms to escalate their privileges. 

Name

Command and Scripting Interpreter 

ID

T1059 

Description

TLP:CLEAR
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Adversaries may abuse command and script interpreters to execute commands, scripts, or

binaries. These interfaces and languages provide ways of interacting with computer

systems and are a common feature across many different platforms. Most systems come

with some built-in command-line interface and scripting capabilities, for example, macOS

and Linux distributions include some flavor of [Unix Shell](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1059/004) while Windows installations include the [Windows Command Shell]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/003) and [PowerShell](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1059/001). There are also cross-platform interpreters such as [Python]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/006), as well as those commonly associated

with client applications such as [JavaScript](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/

T1059/007) and [Visual Basic](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/005). Adversaries

may abuse these technologies in various ways as a means of executing arbitrary

commands. Commands and scripts can be embedded in [Initial Access](https://

attack.mitre.org/tactics/TA0001) payloads delivered to victims as lure documents or as

secondary payloads downloaded from an existing C2. Adversaries may also execute

commands through interactive terminals/shells, as well as utilize various [Remote

Services](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1021) in order to achieve remote Execution.

(Citation: Powershell Remote Commands)(Citation: Cisco IOS Software Integrity Assurance -

Command History)(Citation: Remote Shell Execution in Python) 

Name

Account Discovery 

ID

T1087 

Description

Adversaries may attempt to get a listing of valid accounts, usernames, or email addresses

on a system or within a compromised environment. This information can help adversaries

determine which accounts exist, which can aid in follow-on behavior such as brute-

forcing, spear-phishing attacks, or account takeovers (e.g., [Valid Accounts](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1078)). Adversaries may use several methods to enumerate

accounts, including abuse of existing tools, built-in commands, and potential

misconfigurations that leak account names and roles or permissions in the targeted

environment. For examples, cloud environments typically provide easily accessible

interfaces to obtain user lists. On hosts, adversaries can use default [PowerShell](https://

attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/001) and other command line functionality to identify
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accounts. Information about email addresses and accounts may also be extracted by

searching an infected system’s files. 

Name

System Owner/User Discovery 

ID

T1033 

Description

Adversaries may attempt to identify the primary user, currently logged in user, set of users

that commonly uses a system, or whether a user is actively using the system. They may do

this, for example, by retrieving account usernames or by using [OS Credential Dumping]

(https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1003). The information may be collected in a number

of different ways using other Discovery techniques, because user and username details are

prevalent throughout a system and include running process ownership, file/directory

ownership, session information, and system logs. Adversaries may use the information

from [System Owner/User Discovery](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1033) during

automated discovery to shape follow-on behaviors, including whether or not the adversary

fully infects the target and/or attempts specific actions. Various utilities and commands

may acquire this information, including `whoami`. In macOS and Linux, the currently

logged in user can be identified with `w` and `who`. On macOS the `dscl . list /Users | grep

-v '_'` command can also be used to enumerate user accounts. Environment variables, such

as `%USERNAME%` and `$USER`, may also be used to access this information. On network

devices, [Network Device CLI](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/008) commands

such as `show users` and `show ssh` can be used to display users currently logged into the

device.(Citation: show_ssh_users_cmd_cisco)(Citation: US-CERT TA18-106A Network

Infrastructure Devices 2018) 

Name

System Information Discovery 

ID

TLP:CLEAR
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T1082 

Description

An adversary may attempt to get detailed information about the operating system and

hardware, including version, patches, hotfixes, service packs, and architecture. Adversaries

may use the information from [System Information Discovery](https://attack.mitre.org/

techniques/T1082) during automated discovery to shape follow-on behaviors, including

whether or not the adversary fully infects the target and/or attempts specific actions.

Tools such as [Systeminfo](https://attack.mitre.org/software/S0096) can be used to gather

detailed system information. If running with privileged access, a breakdown of system data

can be gathered through the `systemsetup` configuration tool on macOS. As an example,

adversaries with user-level access can execute the `df -aH` command to obtain currently

mounted disks and associated freely available space. Adversaries may also leverage a

[Network Device CLI](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1059/008) on network devices

to gather detailed system information (e.g. `show version`).(Citation: US-CERT-TA18-106A)

[System Information Discovery](https://attack.mitre.org/techniques/T1082) combined with

information gathered from other forms of discovery and reconnaissance can drive payload

development and concealment.(Citation: OSX.FairyTale)(Citation: 20 macOS Common Tools

and Techniques) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud providers such as AWS, GCP, and

Azure allow access to instance and virtual machine information via APIs. Successful

authenticated API calls can return data such as the operating system platform and status

of a particular instance or the model view of a virtual machine.(Citation: Amazon Describe

Instance)(Citation: Google Instances Resource)(Citation: Microsoft Virutal Machine API) 

TLP:CLEAR
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Sector

Name

Heavy industries 

Description

Private entities working to transform raw materials into manufactured products

(Chemicals, metal etc.). 
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Indicator

Name

472ccfb865c81704562ea95870f60c08ef00bcd2ca1d7f09352398c05be5d05d 

Description

Volt Typhoon custom FRP executable 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern

[file:hashes.'SHA-256' =

'472ccfb865c81704562ea95870f60c08ef00bcd2ca1d7f09352398c05be5d05d'] 

Name

f4dd44bc19c19056794d29151a5b1bb76afd502388622e24c863a8494af147dd 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern
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[file:hashes.'SHA-256' =

'f4dd44bc19c19056794d29151a5b1bb76afd502388622e24c863a8494af147dd'] 

Name

3c2fe308c0a563e06263bbacf793bbe9b2259d795fcc36b953793a7e499e7f71 

Description

SHA256 of 23873bf2670cf64c2440058130548d4e4da412dd SHA256 of

23873bf2670cf64c2440058130548d4e4da412dd 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern

[file:hashes.'SHA-256' =

'3c2fe308c0a563e06263bbacf793bbe9b2259d795fcc36b953793a7e499e7f71'] 

Name

ee8df354503a56c62719656fae71b3502acf9f87951c55ffd955feec90a11484 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern

[file:hashes.'SHA-256' =

'ee8df354503a56c62719656fae71b3502acf9f87951c55ffd955feec90a11484'] 

Name

TLP:CLEAR
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3a9d8bb85fbcfe92bae79d5ab18e4bca9eaf36cea70086e8d1ab85336c83945f 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern

[file:hashes.'SHA-256' =

'3a9d8bb85fbcfe92bae79d5ab18e4bca9eaf36cea70086e8d1ab85336c83945f'] 

Name

b324008242cae447917a474bc8eb16490737c724 

Pattern Type

yara 

Pattern

rule EncryptJSP { strings: $s1 = "AEScrypt" $s2 = "AES/CBC/PKCS5Padding" $s3 =

"SecretKeySpec" $s4 = "FileOutputStream" $s5 = "getParameter" $s6 = "new ProcessBuilder"

$s7 = "new BufferedReader" $s8 = "readLine()" condition: filesize < 50KB and 6 of them } 

Name

ef09b8ff86c276e9b475a6ae6b54f08ed77e09e169f7fc0872eb1d427ee27d31 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern
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[file:hashes.'SHA-256' =

'ef09b8ff86c276e9b475a6ae6b54f08ed77e09e169f7fc0872eb1d427ee27d31'] 

Name

5b4bc3421132b4ff7a61e0c391212a3ad64fc2e5 

Description

Identify instances of FRP tool (Note: This tool is known to be used by multiple actors, so

hits would not necessarily imply activity by the specific actor described in this report) 

Pattern Type

yara 

Pattern

rule HACKTOOL_FRPClient { meta: description="Identify instances of FRP tool (Note: This

tool is known to be used by multiple actors, so hits would not necessarily imply activity by

the specific actor described in this report)" strings: $s1 = "%!PS-Adobe-" nocase ascii wide

$s2 = "github.com/fatedier/frp/cmd/frpc" nocase ascii wide $s3 = "github.com/fatedier/

frp/cmd/frpc/sub.startService" nocase ascii wide $s4 = "HTTP_PROXYHost: %s" nocase ascii

wide condition: 3 of them } 

Name

05f6eae035de6114126b01c26ed2c42c1e4338fd 

Description

Identify instances of the actor's custom FRP tool based on unique strings chosen by the

actor and included in the tool 

Pattern Type

TLP:CLEAR
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yara 

Pattern

rule CustomFRPClient { meta: description="Identify instances of the actor's custom FRP

tool based on unique strings chosen by the actor and included in the tool" strings: $s1 =

"%!PS-Adobe-" nocase ascii wide $s2 = "github.com/fatedier/frp/cmd/frpc" nocase ascii

wide $s3 = "github.com/fatedier/frp/cmd/frpc/sub.startService" nocase ascii wide $s4 =

"MAGA2024!!!" nocase ascii wide $s5 = "HTTP_PROXYHost: %s" nocase ascii wide condition:

all of them } 

Name

c7fee7a3ffaf0732f42d89c4399cbff219459ae04a81fc6eff7050d53bd69b99 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern

[file:hashes.'SHA-256' =

'c7fee7a3ffaf0732f42d89c4399cbff219459ae04a81fc6eff7050d53bd69b99'] 

Name

41e5181b9553bbe33d91ee204fe1d2ca321ac123f9147bb475c0ed32f9488597 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern

[file:hashes.'SHA-256' =

'41e5181b9553bbe33d91ee204fe1d2ca321ac123f9147bb475c0ed32f9488597'] 
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Name

d6ebde42457fe4b2a927ce53fc36f465f0000da931cfab9b79a36083e914ceca 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern

[file:hashes.'SHA-256' =

'd6ebde42457fe4b2a927ce53fc36f465f0000da931cfab9b79a36083e914ceca'] 

Name

66a19f7d2547a8a85cee7a62d0b6114fd31afdee090bd43f36b89470238393d7 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern

[file:hashes.'SHA-256' =

'66a19f7d2547a8a85cee7a62d0b6114fd31afdee090bd43f36b89470238393d7'] 

Name

fe95a382b4f879830e2666473d662a24b34fccf34b6b3505ee1b62b32adafa15 

Pattern Type

stix 

Pattern
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[file:hashes.'SHA-256' =

'fe95a382b4f879830e2666473d662a24b34fccf34b6b3505ee1b62b32adafa15'] 
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Intrusion-Set

Name

Volt Typhoon 

Description

Imported from MISP tag 
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StixFile

Value

ee8df354503a56c62719656fae71b3502acf9f87951c55ffd955feec90a11484 

fe95a382b4f879830e2666473d662a24b34fccf34b6b3505ee1b62b32adafa15 

f4dd44bc19c19056794d29151a5b1bb76afd502388622e24c863a8494af147dd 

3c2fe308c0a563e06263bbacf793bbe9b2259d795fcc36b953793a7e499e7f71 

41e5181b9553bbe33d91ee204fe1d2ca321ac123f9147bb475c0ed32f9488597 

472ccfb865c81704562ea95870f60c08ef00bcd2ca1d7f09352398c05be5d05d 

3a9d8bb85fbcfe92bae79d5ab18e4bca9eaf36cea70086e8d1ab85336c83945f 

ef09b8ff86c276e9b475a6ae6b54f08ed77e09e169f7fc0872eb1d427ee27d31 

d6ebde42457fe4b2a927ce53fc36f465f0000da931cfab9b79a36083e914ceca 

c7fee7a3ffaf0732f42d89c4399cbff219459ae04a81fc6eff7050d53bd69b99 

66a19f7d2547a8a85cee7a62d0b6114fd31afdee090bd43f36b89470238393d7 

TLP:CLEAR
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External References

• https://otx.alienvault.com/pulse/64710e172e8e0e765c1f9518

• https://www.cisa.gov/news-events/cybersecurity-advisories/aa23-144a

TLP:CLEAR
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https://otx.alienvault.com/pulse/64710e172e8e0e765c1f9518
https://www.cisa.gov/news-events/cybersecurity-advisories/aa23-144a
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